ABSTRACT
INTRODUCTION
Multicast communication as defined in [ 11 is an efficient means of distributing data to a group of participants. In contrast to unicast communications, multicast routing permits a single IP datagram to be routed to multiple hosts with minimal redundant transmission within a network. Membership in a multicast group is often highly dynamic, with receivers entering and leaving the multicast session without the permission or explicit knowledge of other hosts. The inherent cost and resource benefits of multicast routing and data delivery are clear; however, the group-oriented communication paradigm presents new and unique technical challenges beyond traditional network security approaches.
Potential security threats to multicast communications are similar to those encountered in unicast transmissions. Threats include the unauthorized creation, alteration, destruction, and illegitimate use of data [ 5 ] . In the case of multicast traffic, because of the inherent broad scope of a multicast session, the potential for attacks may be greater than for unicast traffic. It is desirable to secure these vulnerabilities while maintaining some of the efficiency and performance benefits of multicast service.
The field of multicast networking and related security issues is a broad technical subject. Within the space limitations allowed, we discuss some relevant technical issues and performance tradeoffs to consider when applying security and key management techniques in support of multicast networking. First, we provide a brief background of multicast technology and potential network security threats and issues. Second, we explore the application of existing and proposed security techniques for multicast networking, including key distribution, dynamic key management, and reliability issues. Throughout this paper we hope to summarize performance and security policy considerations within the context and impact of overall architectural performance.
1 Multicast sessions may be described in terms of their membership. In general, a session is defined as either public or private. Both types are defined by the level of session access control required to receive or transmit data within the multicast group [6]. Public sessions are typically encountered on the Intemet Multicast Backbone (MBONE) and are supported by the dynamic nature of multicast communications (i.e., knowledge of the multicast address is often the only requirement for membership). Eavesdropping can quickly become a problem because of the potentially broad scope of a session. Session confidentiality can be provided through encryption. In order create a private session, access to the required session cryptographic key material should be restricted through a registration and authentication process. Only authorized users should be able to gain access to group key material and subsequently participate in the session. In this paper, we define a secure multicast session as a private session with encryption of data content.
SECURITY SERVICES
In order to counter the common threats to multicast communications, we can apply several of the fundamental security services, including authentication, integrity, and confidentiality as defined in [5]. A secure multicast session may use all or a combination of these services to achieve the desired security level. The amount or type of service required is dictated by the specific security policy defined for the session.
Authentication services provide assurance of a participating host identity. Authentication mechanisms can be applied to several aspects of multicast communications. Foremost, authentication is an essential part in providing access control to keying material. If the group employs cryptographic techniques such as encryption for confidentiality, then authentication measures may additionally provide a means to restricted access to the keys used to secure group communications. For an encrypted multicast session, active group membership is essentially defined by access to this keying material. Therefore, the availability and distribution of keys should be restricted to only authorized group members according to the policy of trust established for the session.
In order to identify the source of multicast traffic, authentication mechanisms may be applied by the traffic source. This application serves to further define group membership by positively identifying group members along with their data being sourced to the group. Protocols such as the IP Authentication Header (AH) can provide authentication for IP datagrams and may be used for host authentication [15] . Authentication is also an essential part of any key distribution protocol [16] . Because of the sensitive nature of keying material, authentication mechanisms can identify the source of the key material and provide a means to counter various masquerade and replay attacks that may be launched against a secure multicast session. Applying authentication mechanisms to transmitted multicast group data can also provide a strong level of integrity protection. Not only can these mechanisms provide a level of assurance to receivers on data origination, but they may also provide indication of data corruption.
Zntegrity services provide assurance that multicast traffic is not altered during transmission. Integrity is not inherent to IP datagram traffic payloads and is usually reserved for transport layer protocols (e.g., TCP). The lack or weakness of integrity services in IP can lead to spoofing attacks [ 171. Strong integrity mechanisms can be applied indirectly at the network layer with security protocols such as the Encapsulating Security Payload (ESP) and AH [13, 14, 151. In some applications where corrupted data can easily be detected, this service is not vital. However, in other applications including key management protocols, integrity services are essential means of countering spoofing attacks.
Confidentiality services are essential in creating a private multicast session. Although encryption is typically used to provide this service, a weaker form of confidentiality may be achieved by limiting data distribution of routed session IP datagrams through time-to-live (ttl) settings. Administrative scoping rules for multicast address spaces with a routing fabric should also be considered weak confidentiality mechanisms. Encryption can be applied at several layers of the protocol stack while maintaining the end-to-end service we desire. Multicast capable transport protocols such as RTP support encryption mechanisms within their protocol definition [SI. At the network layer, ESP provides confidentiality services for IP datagrams through encryption. Confidentiality services should also be applied to key management transactions during the exchange of key material. Key management protocols such as the Internet Security Association and Key Management Protocol (ISAKMP) [ 161 support confidentiality services for key exchanges. Confidentiality may also be applied to session announcements allowing them to be advertised publicly through standard methods while keeping the details of the session private.
THE APPLICATION OF SECURITY TO MULTICAST
We now present a set of multicast networking
Session Advertisement
Session advertisement is an important part of the overall design consideration for supporting secure multicast sessions. A generic advertisement mechanism can communicate security requirements and parameters for a secure session to its potential group members. We consider it a separate detailed policy issue whether or not the existence of a secure session is considered private information and needs confidential advertisement. In the general case, we consider it best to adapt methods already established for both non-secure and secure multicast sessions. An example uses the capabilities of the (Session Description Protocol) SDP to describe the session, and (Session Advertisement Protocol) SAP and (Session Initiation functional components and discuss relevant security issues.
Protocol) SIP to advertise the session to group members [9, 18, 191 . This can work in a scalable manner by incorporating important session security information identified in a security association (SA) together with other non-security session essentials (e.g., start time). The SA alone typically identifies only security related parameters required to engage in a secure session [13]. The session advertisement mechanism can also serve to point potential members to a particular secure registration process if dictated by the security policy. This is a flexible way for secure multicast sessions to define unique registration processes particular to their session (such methods may often be out-of-band of the actual secure multicast data session).
Multicast Routing Protocols
In order to deliver multicast IP datagrams to group members, routers may use one of several routing protocols that define the network routing topology [2, 3, 4, 11, 221. Some properties of these routing topologies may prove beneficial in multicast key distribution architectures and should be considered in the overall architectural picture of multicast security. For example, Ballardie presents technical key management support arguments for the Core Based Tree (CBT) multicast routing protocol [4]. Exploring the interaction of multicast security architectures and multicast routing remains an ongoing research area. In the general case, it is desirable to design multicast security mechanisms independent of any particular routing approach, as it is likely multicast routing approaches will continue to evolve.
Multicast Reliability Mechanisms
There are many multicast application classes that i-equire a more reliable transport delivery mechanism than available through the generic and unreliable combination of UDP/IP. Key distribution is one area that benefits greatly from the introduction of efficient and reliable multicast transport methods. The overall coherence of a secure multicast session depends upon the successful distribution of keys to the secure multicast group. Military network multicast mechanisms and related application issues as discussed in [IO] will likely play an important role in an overall multicast key distribution service.
Unicast design solutions of the past do not scale well to the multicast case and often present considerable efficiency concerns, exploding state maintenance, and processing burdens. Unlike unicast applications, to date there is no single reliable transport protocol like TCP that can service all classes of multicast applications [24]. For example, the reliability mechanisms used for real-time and non-real-time applications may differ because of timing constraints. In some cases, the reliability requirements of the key distribution protocol may be distinctly different from those of the application it supports. Therefore, designers should not assume a given level of reliability is always available for key distribution functions.
The security policy will dictate what reliable multicast transport mechanisms should be used to ensure that key material is delivered to all participants. In particular, the policy will dictate whether key distribution mechanisms should be sender or receiver reliable. Receiver reliable mechanisms place the responsibility of receiving the required key material on the receiver. Sender reliable mechanisms place this burden with the distributor of the key material.
Placement of Security Mechanisms
Several technical and security policy issues must be considered prior to placing security mechanisms in the protocol stack for a secure multicast session. Varying levels of security can be achieved through placement of security mechanisms at different levels of the stack. For multicast communications, it is important to consider the impact of security mechanisms on nonsecurity related functions at other layers of the stack, particularly reliability protocols running above UDP.
At the network layer, IP Security mechanisms can provide an important supporting role in helping to maintain secure multicast sessions. ESP and AH provide a frameworkfor providing confidentiality, integrity, and authentication services to IP version 4 (IPv4) and IP version 6 (IPv6) protocols. Both security protocols are flexible and can support a variety of security mechanisms. They are not restricted to a specific cryptographic algorithm or other security standard. This flexibility may help resolve security implementation problems when overlapping security policies cover a multicast group [ 121. For example, conflicting security policies may arise when a multicast session extends across international boundaries. In this situation, the separate policies might dictate different cryptographic algorithms with different key lengths.
In both IP security protocols, the combination of the Security Parameter Index (SPI) and its destination address uniquely identifies a particular security association [13] . In a multicast session, senders can identify a particular multicast security association using the SPI for the session and addressing its Class D address. This combination identifies the datagram as belonging to a particular multicast session but does not positively identify the originator. Because only authorized users have access to group key material, a correctly encrypted datagram is proof of membership in the group. However, in order to provide data origin authentication, a separate security association may be required for each sender to the multicast group [ 131. In large groups, the additional requirement of source authentication may introduce a great deal of additional complexity to the overall system security architecture.
In some applications, network layer security may not be the best solution. Some reliable multicast protocols operating above UDP/IP may impose a level of hierarchy that may complicate a security design. For example, the Reliable Multicast Transport Protocol I1 (RMTP-11) builds a local recovery hierarchy at the application layer for handling receiver acknowledgments [25] . In this case, network layer security may impose some restrictions on Rh4TP-I1 unless intermediate nodes are trusted and given the group key material. Only with access to this key material can they perform their assigned duties (e.g., local caching and aggregation of control information). Therefore, it becomes a policy issue whether to extend the definition of the secure group to include others who are not the intended endrecipients of the data. Although placing security at the application layer may improve the performance of higher level protocols, it may also weaken the security of the system leaving it open to attacks which are normally protected with lower layer security (e.g., traffic analysis).
KEY MANAGEMENT ISSUES FOR MULTICAST
As introduced previously, through the use of encryption and digital signatures, we can achieve desired levels of confidentiality, integrity, and authentication for a network multicast session.
Assuming the use of strong security mechanisms that cannot be easily defeated by frivolous cryptanalytic attacks, we can focus our security concerns on protecting the key material. Therefore, we focus our security concerns and the rest of our technical discussion around key management, key distribution, and access control for key material. With this in mind, a secure multicast session is defined by its Class D IP address or addresses and the required keying material.
The size, type (e.g., asymmetric vs. symmetric), and number of keys required to secure a multicast session is determined by the encryption mechanism, the employed security policies, and the keying architecture. For private multicast sessions, access to these keys must be restricted in order to maintain the security of the overall session. Therefore, during the session registration process, it is necessary to require strong authentication mechanisms to establish the identity of potential participants prior to distributing key material. When these personal attributes are bound to a signed digital certificate, the certificate's digital signature and its relationship in a certificate hierarchy [20] may verify the identity of a participant and their assigned permissions.
Depending on the network or application security policy and the amount of traffic encrypted under a particular key, it may be necessary to periodically issue a new key or "rekey" a multicast session. A rekey may also be required in the event of a suspected or detected key compromise. In this case, depending on the governing security policy, it may be necessary to exclude the compromised site from future communications. Therefore, a rekey may be targeted to specifically prohibit a compromised site from engaging in hture communications without adversely affecting the rest of the group membership. Depending on the security policy in place, the definition of a compromise might include the voluntary exit of a participant from a secure session. If this occurs, the entire group may require a rekey to prevent a previous participant from rejoining the group at a later time without re-registration. In addition, the keying architecture should prevent collusion by a group of disbanded members from generating or recreating the new group key.
We note again that the proper approach and requirements for rekeying are based upon policy issues and concerns, as well as practical engineering performance tradeoffs. A policy of "flat or hierarchical" group trust may be acceptable in some scenarios greatly decreasing the complexity required for dynamic key management. Also, in some applications, the compromise of distributed keys may be an acceptable risk. Short-lived sessions with highly dynamic, but predetermined security requirements may be aptly served by a simple, flat security approach.
KEY DISTRIBUTION ARCHITECTURES
In applying a keying solution for secure multicast applications, it is desirable to maintain protocol features that preserve multicast efficiency and scale well for large one-to-many or many-to-many data sessions. The ideal key distribution efficiency in a multicast environment can be represented in asymptotic 0-notation as O( 1). In such a scenario, a centralized server may transmit only a single keying message to the entire group to perform a group rekey. Every group member can extract the required key material from this one message. In contrast, the efficiency of using unicast techniques, without hierarchy, to distribute a group key separately to each group member is O(n). Note, in most cases, it may be more practical to perform the initial keying of participants in a unicast fashion during a registratiordauthentication process (this may be done out-of-band with secure e-mail, etc.). The registration function is inherently one-to-one between a single participant and the initiator of the session or other trusted registration authority. By coupling registration with initial key distribution, the overall number of separate transactions required can be reduced. While the initial key distribution between group members may only occur once during the lifetime of a secure session, the rekey function may occur multiple times. Therefore, it is important in some applications to focus on improving the efficiencyof the rekey operation in order to improve the efficiency of the overall security solution.
Keying functions may be either centralized or distributed throughout the architecture. In a centralized architecture, keying functions are restricted to a single trusted authority. In some cases, this may be the initiator of a session or another entity assigned by the initiator to handle these vital functions. For scalability and robustness purposes, keying and registration functions may be distributed to other trusted entities. "One-to-many" type applications may benefit from a strictly centralized architecture. Alternatively, distributed architectures may prove more scalable since processing, messaging, and storage requirements are distributed across the network.
The following paragraphs provide a brief analysis of several recently proposed key distribution architectures. Each approach presents a solution to the multicast key distribution problem in a slightly different fashion. The architectures were evaluated primarily on the basis of keying efficiency and overall scalability. However, it is important to reiterate, the best solution for one particular application is often not well suited for other application or session types. For example, centralized, single source applications (e.g., multicast video servers) may benefit from a centralized keying architecture while a distributed command and control applications may benefit more from a robust, survivable distributed key distribution scheme.
Manual keying methods are often not appropriate for dynamic multicast sessions in which membership is not defined prior to the start of the session. However, in some military environments with a well-structured manual key distribution architecture already in place, this solution may be the easiest to implement.
Painvise keying techniques similar to those presented in [7, 12, 211 typically provide linear efficiency for initial keying and rekey operations. By consolidating all rekey messages into a single multicast message, the efficiency of session rekeying can be dramatically improved. However, for M participants this technique increases the overall size of the rekey message to n. Storage requirements for painvise techniques are minimal at participant sites but requires n keys to be stored with the key distributor. This method can be made more scalable if keying and registration functions are distributed to other trusted entities.
The hierarchical trees method presented in [12] provides linear initial keying performance and improved logarithmic rekey performance. The size' of any rekey message is no greater than (k-1)d. Key storage requirements at each participant site are d+ 1 keys while the initiator must store all key encryption k q s (KEKs) and the group trafic encryption keys (GTEKs) .
The solution is more scalable than pairwise techniques because of the logarithmic rekey performance.
The secure lock method described in [23] has linear initial keying performance and an impressive constant rekey performance. The size of the rekey message is also constant providing the best rekey performance of all methods reviewed. The drawbacks of this method include the computation time for the lock and the fact that the technique is inherently centralized and may not scale well to large groups.
In order to improve overall system efficiency, the Distributed Registration and Key Distribution (Dim) protocol distributes linear initial keying and rekey functions among active group members [6]. However, a question of peer trust may arise because the registration and key distribution h c t i o n s are distributed in such a broad fashion. Otherwise, the solution can provide increased scalability to large networks and is appropriate in more relaxed "security compromise" environments where performance and efficiency are overriding factors.
CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE ISSUES
IP multicast has demonstrated a capability to efficiently perform large-scale data distribution. In the basic framework, there is little or no mechanism for controlling participation within a particular multicast data session. This open framework provides useful flexibility; however, future use of secure multicast sessions in military and commercial environments is anticipated to require additional security capabilities and controls while supporting diverse policy requirements. Blindly adopting present unicast network security techniques to multicast sessions will likely sacrifice the efficient nature of multicast technology. A number of proposed promising security architecture proposals were discussed which attempt to retain message efficiency characteristics for group key distribution and key management in multicast environments.
Anticipated future multicast security requirements will be dynamic and divergent in nature requiring multiple security solutions. It is fundamentally important when addressing this problem to consider the role of related engineering and protocol performance tradeoffs. Placing unwarranted strict security policy requirements on a multicast group (e.g., lack of trust amongst keyed membership) can add significant protocol and architecture performance burdens whose tradeoffs should be carefully weighed. Individual multicast sessions and user communities will likely have different security policies based around group compromise and mutual trust. These different requirements should be taken into consideration when designing keying architectures and protocols.
For a k-ary tree of depth d.
In general, several multicast security issues can be addressed through participant registration and access to multicast session keys. In many scenarios, initial participant keying is best performed out-of-band of the actual multicast data session. Subsequent key distribution can then occur within the multicast session. If compromise recovery is required within the group, several techniques described in this paper can dynamically and efficiently rekey group membership within the multicast session itself. However, as with many multicast security solutions, the best solution for one application may not be well suited for another multicast environment. Many issues including those related to security policy, multicast routing architecture, and the use of multicast reliability mechanisms may help shape a more optimal keying and security solution.
The research area of multicast security is a new and evolving field. Future solutions should consider integration with existing non-security related protocols and techniques. This includes the incorporation of reliable multicast mechanisms together with key distribution protocols. Another excellent area for fbture investigation in multicast security is the exploration of efficient source authentication and integrity for secure multicast sessions. A scalable solution should permit each group member to be identified while protecting the integrity of the user's data traffic to avoid unwarranted data injection and manipulation.
In the limited space provided, we have discussed multicast-related security issues and how multicast presents new challenges to a variety of fundamental security services. Any effective solution to a multicast security problem addresses appropriate aspects of the application of these security services without sacrificing overall engineering efficiency and scalability to large networks.
